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ABSTRACT

soft (e.g., object or XML DBMSs), and core (e.g., key/value,
document, column, or graph DBMSs). From another point
of view we can classify them to single-model and multimodel. The latter type enables to store and process structurally different data, i.e. data with distinct models, which
corresponds to the Variety aspect of big data. This approach
can be considered as an opposite idea to the “One Size Does
Not Fit All ” argument [39]. However, it can be also understood as a way of re-architecting traditional database models, namely the relational model, to handle new database
requirements that were not present during its establishment
decades ago [24]. Nothing shows the picture more starkly
than the Gartner Magic quadrant for operational database
management systems [18], which assumes that, by 2017, all
leading operational DBMSs will offer multiple data models,
relational and NoSQL, in a single DBMS platform.
In this tutorial, we review the previous work on multimodel data management and give insights on the research
challenges and opportunities. First, we show that the idea
of multi-model DBMSs is not a brand new approach. It can
be traced back to Object-Relational Data Management Systems (ORDBMS) in the early 1990s and in a more broader
scope even to federated and integrated DBMSs in the early
1980s. An ORDBMS system can manage different types of
data such as relational, object, text and spatial by plugging
domain specific data types, functions and index implementations into the DBMS kernels. For instance, PostgreSQL [6]
can store relational, spatial and XML data. Recently, we
can observe a new trend among NoSQL databases in the
support of multiple data models against a single, integrated
backend, while meeting the growing requirements for scalability and performance. For example, OrientDB [7] is a
graph database extended to support multi-model queries,
while ArangoDB [10] is moving from purely document model
to the support of also key-value, graph and JSON data.
Second, we dive in three key aspects of technology in a
multi-model database system including (1) storage strategies
for multi-model data; (2) query languages accessing data
across multiple models; and (3) query evaluation and its
optimization in the context of multiple data models.
Finally, we provide comparison of features of the existing
multi-model DBMSs and we discuss related open problems
and remaining challenges.
To the best of our knowledge this is the first tutorial to discuss the state-of-the-art research works and industrial trends
in the context of multi-model data management. Recent tutorials related to the big data world include SQL-on-Hadoop
Systems [12], open-source on big data [16], knowledge bases

As more businesses realized that data, in all forms and sizes,
is critical to making the best possible decisions, we see the
continued growth of systems that support massive volume of
non-relational or unstructured forms of data. Nothing shows
the picture more starkly than the Gartner Magic quadrant
for operational database management systems, which assumes that, by 2017, all leading operational DBMSs will offer multiple data models, relational and NoSQL, in a single
DBMS platform. Having a single data platform for managing both well-structured data and NoSQL data is beneficial to users; this approach reduces significantly integration, migration, development, maintenance, and operational
issues. Therefore, a challenging research work is how to
develop efficient consolidated single data management platform covering both relational data and NoSQL to reduce
integration issues, simplify operations, and eliminate migration issues. In this tutorial, we review the previous work on
multi-model data management and provide the insights on
the research challenges and directions for future work. The
slides and more materials of this tutorial can be found at
http://udbms.cs.helsinki.fi/?tutorials/edbt2017.

1.

INTRODUCTION

In recent years the term big data has become a phenomenon that breaks down borders of many technologies
and approaches that have so far been acknowledged as mature and robust for any conceivable application. One of
the most challenging issues is the “Variety” of the data. It
may be presented in various types and formats – structured,
semi-structured and unstructured – and produced by different sources, and hence natively have various models.
To address the Variety challenge, probably the first type of
respective specific database management systems (DBMS)
are NoSQL databases [34] which can be further classified1 to
∗
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cording their origin [2] (see Figure 1). Similarly to XML
databases, we can distinguish native and extended DBMSs
depending on whether the support for multiple models was
the initial feature of the system, or it was added later. In
the latter case we can find representatives amongst all four
core types of NoSQL databases as well as traditional DBMS.

in big data analytics [40], or big time-series data management [35], i.e., different aspects of big data challenges.

2.

COVERED TOPICS

2.1 Background, History and Classification
In the first part of the tutorial we first provide a motivating example of a multi-model application and briefly
describe most common data models used in the world of
multi-model DBMSs (mainly key/value, relational, JSON,
XML, and graph). Next, we focus on their history and classification.
The world of multi-model DBMSs can be divided into
single-database and multi-database (see Figure 1), depending on whether the multiple models are handled in a single
DBMS or there exist a number of cooperating or centrally
managed DBMSs, each handling own data model(s).

2.2 Overview and Comparison
In the second part of the tutorial we take a closer look
at particular multi-model single-database DBMSs from the
point of view of three key aspects of a database system.
The first database challenge is to develop a strategy to
store distinct data models. Approaches used in the existing multi-model DBMSs can be classified according to
the combination of used models. The main group (systems
such as, e.g., PostgreSQL or Microsoft SQL Server [9]) is
naturally represented by the (object-)relational model extended towards other data models, such as JSON, XML etc.
From the set of NoSQL databases we can observe the tendency towards multi-model data management among column stores [4], key/value stores [11], or graph databases [7].
And there are also representatives of native hierarchical data
stores [5] which support other types of data models.
The second database challenge is a query language capable of accessing and combining data having distinct models.
Naturally, having a single language for managing queries
over both (semi-)structured and NoSQL data is convenient
to users. And again, in general, this is not a new feature of a query language, as we can see, e.g., in the case
of the SQL/XML [21] extension of SQL. Most of the current NoSQL multi-model databases across the spectrum of
storage strategies [6, 4, 7] support an SQL-like language.
However, as we will show, despite this approach is natural
and user-friendly, there are significant differences as well as
persisting limitations. There also exist XML or JSON query
language extensions towards other data models (e.g., MarkLogic’s XPath for JSON [3]), as well as specific languages
like, e.g., SQL++[31], JSONiq [33], or FSD domain-specific
language [24]. In a more broader scope paper [32] identifies
a subset of SQL for access to NoSQL systems or paper [13]
evaluates the possibilities of using declarative structures in
NoSQL data processing. We also discuss other techniques,
like, e.g., [14, 32, 41].
The third challenge corresponds to query evaluation and
optimization. As expected, the world of multi-model DBMSs
exploits and extends verified database approaches such as indices (B+ tree, inverted, range, spatial, full text, etc.), views
and materialization, hashing etc. In this part of the tutorial
we overview and compare the query optimization technologies used in the previously discussed systems. We also introduce the related area of benchmarking multi-model database
systems. As more and more platforms are proposed to deal
with multi-model data, it becomes important to have benchmarks specific for this next generation of database systems.
We mention several systems for benchmarking big data systems including YCSB [15], TPCx-BB [19], Bigframe [22],
and UniBench [25].
We conclude this part with comparison of features of the
state-of-the-art systems in the form of system-feature matrices and a timeline demonstrating their evolution.

Figure 1: Classification of multi-model data management systems
The first approaches towards multi-model multi-database
data management can be seen in integrated DBMSs [37] and
federated DBMSs [20, 36]. Both types of systems can be
characterized as a meta-DBMS consisting of a collection of
(possibly) heterogeneous DBMSs which can differ in data
models, constraints, query languages, and/or transaction
management. The data integration is usually based on the
idea of mediators [43]. The main difference is that in federated systems the DBMSs are autonomous and cooperate.
Thus federated databases provide a compromise between no
integration (where the users must explicitly interface with
multiple autonomous DBMSs) and total integration (where
the users can access data through a single global interface
but cannot directly access a DBMS as a local user) [36].
Recently there has appeared a successor of federated databases – so-called polystore systems [38]. The key representative, system BigDAWG [17], also enables users to pose
declarative queries that span several DBMSs. However, it
consists of islands of information, i.e. collections of DBMSs
accessed with a single query language (e.g., relational or array). Cross-island queries are supported using casting (e.g.,
tables to arrays or vice versa).
Another recent related approach from the area of big data
analytics represent so-called multistore systems [23, 44]. For
example system MISO [23] involves two types of data stores
– a parallel relational data warehouse and a system for massive data storage and analysis (namely HDFS with Apache
Hive). The aim is to combine their capabilities in order to
gain more efficient query processing.
Multi-model single-database DBMSs can also be further
classified. Probably the most natural classification is ac-

2.3 Open Problems and Challenges
In the last part of the tutorial we focus on open problems
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4.2 Intended Audience

that must be addressed to ensure the success of multi-model
DBMSs. The key areas to be discussed involve:

This tutorial is intended for a wide scope of audience,
e.g. for developers and architects to get insights from the
emerging industrial trends and its connections to scientific
research, for stakeholders to make wise and informed decisions on investments in multi-model DBMS products, for
motivated researchers and developers to select new topics
and contribute their expertise on multi-model data, and, of
course, for new developers and students to quickly gain a
comprehensive picture and understand the new trends and
the state-of-art techniques in this field.
Basic knowledge in relational and NoSQL databases is
sufficient to follow the tutorial. Some background in semistructured and graph query optimization would be useful,
but is not necessary.

• Unified query processing and index structures,
• Multi-model main memory structure,
• Multi-model schema extraction, design, and optimization, especially in the context of schema-less DBMSs,
• Evolution management and model extensibility,
• Benchmarking and standardization.
In each of these areas we first briefly overview the solutions
in the world of single-model DBMSs as well as eventually existing (partial) solutions among multi-model DBMSs. Then
we explain the related problems in the context of multimodel databases, eventually with existing preliminary solutions. We assume that this part will raise questions to be
discussed in the end of the tutorial.

3.

5.

TUTORIAL ORGANIZATION

The tutorial is planned for 1.5 hours and will have the
following structure:
Motivation (5’). We motivate the need for multi-model
data management by several examples in the era of big data.
History and classification (10’). We introduce the history and classification of multi-model databases, including
ORDBMS [9], NoSQL databases [7, 10] and Polyglot persistence [38, 43].
Multi-model data storage (10’). We introduce various methods to store multi-model data, including objectrelational model, graph model, document model and native
hierarchical model.
Multi-model data query languages (15’). We compare
languages for multi-model data processing, such as AQL [10],
SQL++ [31], OrientDB SQL [7], and SQL/XML [21].
Multi-model query processing (15’). We overview the
multi-model extensions of traditional query processing appraoches and indexes, such as B+ tree [1, 30], inverted index [8], schema discovery [42, 24], and cross-model query
processing [10, 7].
Multi-model database benchmarking (15’). We introduce the previous and on-going benchmark systems for
multi-model data, such as TPCx-BB [19], Bigframe [22],
YCSB [15], or UniBench [25].
Open problem and challenges (20’). We conclude with
a discussion of open problems and challenges for database
research in the area of multi-model data management [29].
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6.

GOALS OF THE TUTORIAL

4.1 Learning Outcomes
The main learning outcomes of this tutorial are as follows:
• Motivation, classification and historical evolution of
multi-model DBMSs.
• An overview of technologies and algorithms used by
the current multi-model DBMSs including storing, query
languages, and query optimization.
• Comparison of features of current multi-model DBMSs.
• A discussion of research challenges and open problems
of multi-model data management.
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